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ABSTRACT
2022 has become a notable year in regards to the NFT market. Mass
adoption started to roll out, large corporations are attempting to tap in
and the world is beginning to understand that nfts are here to stay.
NFTs have transitioned from PFP’s to utilities, exclusive memberships,
gaming and much more. Only a few projects have amounted to real success
while many others attempted to copy them and ultimately have failed.
The following whitepaper will outline the original idea, vision and longterm
goals of the hot potadough project.

OUR MISSION
To create a new dynamic in the nft space and build an ever
expanding community that fuels a sustainable ecosystem for
NFT enthusiasts.

MARKET ANALYSIS
Research conducted over the span of one year has shown that current NFT projects
are incapable of expanding their communities due to the mere fact that once you sell an
NFT you are cast out of all the utilities and perks that come with it. This limits and
constrains the number of members, meaning less opportunity for long term growth and
expansion.
Three major NFTs control the market: Cryptopunks, Bored Ape Yacht Club and rtfkt.
Each of these surpassing 150,000 ETH in sales on the secondary market. Secondary
market sales are where all successful projects generate the majority of their
revenue. Projects strictly built upon hype are short lived and usually end up going
nowhere.
Several projects have tried to duplicate the dynamics of the top performers but
unfortunately failed. Lacking the fundamentals, Originality and leadership needed in
order to execute the utilities provided in successful projects. After interviewing over 30
Alpha groups and sharing our concept we noticed that there was a huge opportunity to
develop in the NFT space.

OUR SOLUTION
Create a rewards system benefiting both HODLRS and HUSLRS, by doing so we allow
members to continue enjoying the benefits they typically receive in our competitors'
projects and also expand our community by allowing members to continue receiving
perks even if they sell their nft. by rewarding members to HUSL(flip) we create an
increase in sales volume in our secondary market sales.
Royalties from the secondary market will be allocated to fund our rewards system,
develop future tech integration, marketing campaigns, global events, potaLOTTO,
golden POT and expanding our team.
Strength comes in numbers. By scaling our community's size, we are able to build a
stable foundation for our HUSLRS marketplace.

OMNICHAIN NFT
Crypto rapidly advances and new solutions and tech
integrations are constantly rolled out. In march 2022
layer zero labs officially released an amazing
integration allowing nfts to be cross chain. Meaning we
are able to mint our collection on bsc, eth, polygon,
avalanche, fantom and solana. we firmly believe that
cross chain nfts are the future. currently omnichain
nfts serve only as pfp collections. Hot potadough will be
the first utility omnichain nft.

NFT ECONOMICS
Total Hot Potadough NFTs to be circulated

7,777
Wl Free mint, max 3 nfts per wallet.
Not on whitelist = 0.0777 eth
first come first serve basis
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SECONDARY ROYALTIES 7.5%
charity 0.5%

Potadao treasury 3%

O.g minters 1%

Core team 3%

POTADAO TREASURY
Tech development 10%
Marketing 10%
Rewards 60%

Global events 20%

REWARDS BREAKDOWN
potaLOTTO 10%
Golden pot 20%

Tier Rewards points 40%
Huslr of the month/
Community contests 20%

UTILITIES AND PERKS

HODLRS

HUSLRS
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Golden POT raffle
Early access huslrs market
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ROLES IN OUR ECOSYSTEM
HUSLR

HODLR

Lil flipper

1-2 flips

Mini hodlr

15 days - 3 months

Big flipper

3-5 flips

Legendary hodlr

3-6 months

Mini huslr

6-10 flips

Gandalf hodlr

6 months - 1 year

Legendary huslr

11-24 flips

Diamond hands

1 year+

potadoughpreneur

25 flips+

philantropotadough

50 flips+

REWARDS TIERS
tier
role

standard
Lil flipper
Mini hodlr

silver
Big flipper
Legendary hodlr

gold
Legendary huslr
Gandalf hodlr

platinum

black

Potadoughpreneur
Diamond hands

philanthropotadough

10,000

monthly points

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

Other perks

- whitelist collabs
-25% off merch
- 1 potatoken

- whitelist colabs
- 30% off merch
- 2 potatokens

- whitelist colabs
- 50% off merch
- priority mint
subcollections
- airdrops
-5 potatokens

- whitelist colabs
- free merch
- vip section events
- priority mint
subcollections
-airdrops
- 10 potatokens

- whitelist colabs
- free merch
- vip section events
- priority mint
subcollections
- airdrops
-25 potatokens

*In order for member to retain tier, member must make a minimum of 1 transaction every 2 months,
otherwise they will level down a tier and loose perks of previous tier.

REWARDS POINTS
will be dispersed on a monthly basis. Members can redeem points on our
marketplace for: Vouchers (hotels, flights), Gift cards, Nfts, Merchandise,
Donations, cryptocurrency(Usdt).
points can be used to purchase a potaLOTTO ticket. 1 ticket = 250 points
*Points value dependant on secondary sales volume.

STAKING POINTS
Staking time

1 month

3 months

6 months

1 year

apy

15%

20%

50%

100%

POTALOTTO
Once a week, friday 4pm utc. We will host a lotto draw. Members can purchase a potalotto ticket
with rewards points. The draw will be comprised of 6 numbers and 1 bonus number. Members can
choose to select their own numbers or randomly generate them. There is no limit to how many
tickets a member can purchase.
6 numbers = full pot (jackpot)
5 numbers = 30% of lotto pool
4 numbers = 20% of lotto pool
3 numbers = 10% of lotto pool
*potalotto prize amount depends on secondary sales volume, if jackpot is not won additional
funds from lotto will roll over to next week’s draw. if multiple winners, members will split the
prize pool evenly.
All prizes will be paid in usdt to wallet addresses used to purchase hot potadough nft.

GOLDEN POT RAFFLE
In our collection we will have 4 special “golden” attributes, each month we will
have a raffle. Only Members who flipped the nft with these special attributes
within the month will be eligible to participate. Each attribute serves as one
entry. The pot is split into 4 prize pools.
Golden sunglasses (150 nfts) - 20% of pot prize
Golden watch (50 nfts) - 40% of pot prize
Golden chain (100 nfts) - 30% of pot prize
Golden ticket in hand (200 nfts) - 10% of pot prize
* all pot raffle prize amounts depend on secondary market sales volume, prizes awarded in
usdt to wallet used to purchase hot potadough nft.

OG MINTERS
This is a special role to those that began the journey with our project and vision, as
a token of our appreciation we decided to allocate og minters 1% of the secondary
market royalties and be paid out every month.
Other special perks include: free OG merchandise and a private alpha group chat.

ATTRIBUTES AND RARITIES
Each nft will be unique and different there won’t be any
duplicates, some will have more rarity than others. Our
rarity chart will be displayed after launch. Hot potadough
has over 269 unique attributes.

OUR ROADMAP

PHASE ONE: PLANTING THE POTADOUGH

Concept creation
Creating something new is not easy, this process
took thousands of hours. Studying what’s good,
what’s bad and what’s needed. Theres alot of shit
out there, making an nft is simple. Making a
great nft that will be sustainable long term is a
challenge.
Building the community and awareness
Attending AMAs with various ALPHA groups,
attending crypto events and networking with
NFT degens worldwide.
Team formation
building a team of equally passionate people
towards the vision of Hot Potadough.

PHASE TWO: SPROUTING
Hot Potadough Genesis collection launch
7777 Nfts total, free for wl members, 0.0777 eth public mint
PotaToken Nft airdrop
Airdrop to all members who have participated with the Hot
Potadough project, will act as a governance token to
participate in our potaDAO treasury decision making.
PotaDAO creation
Community is everything, Everyone that is a part of our
movement will have a right to vote on the treasury spendings
(Events, giveaways, collabs, development) and to share their
ideas on future decisions of Hot Potadough.
Lil potadough collection
First sub collection of Hot Potadough. Free Nfts via Learn to
Earn to flip.

PHASE THREE: BABY SPUD
Web 3.0 website
new website featuring: dashboard, huslr leaderboard,
hosting potaLOTTO and golden pot draws, staking
pools, events calendar, merch store, special
announcements and live chat for assistance.
Potadough chef
When the chef arrives, he’ll be cooking up some hot
potadoughs.
Huslrs market beta
Nft marketplace with a full rewards system for
holders and flippers, multichain integration, less fees
than other marketplaces, leaderboards for top
flippers, members nft social profiles, tools for
flipping, copy nft trading, launch pad and a sleek ui.

PHASE FOUR: ALL GROWN UP
potaDAPP
Downloadable APP for android and ios featuring the Huslrs nft
marketplace, DAO voting platform, giveaways/ raffles, events
calendar, leaderboard, dashboard, staking pools, encrypted chat
and P2E games.
P2E games
Retro style/ simple yet fun games, giving our community an
opportunity to earn some extra crypto and have fun.
huslrs market global
Projects that want to follow our take on flipping NFT’s , onboarding
other projects and expanding our platform globally.
Husl land
Dedicated land on the metaverse. Buy and sell land, A place where
Huslrs can wage crypto, play against each other and have fun.
Passive Potadough nfts
A potato is very diverse and has a lot of potential to create
different streamlines of revenue. Collectively through the potaDAO
we will decide and create real world businesses and pair it with the
Passive Potdough collection to generate passive income.

OUR OFFICIAL SOCIALS
website : www.hotpotadough.com
twitter : www.twitter.com/hotpotadough
instagram: www.instagram.com/hot.potadough
medium : https://Hotpotadoughnft.medium.com

CORE TEAM

potalik

patoshi

Kristof b

Sean Clancy

founder

founder

artist

cto

May the husl be with you
#hotpotadough

